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For the World Church Body of King Jesus
The Great Way says:
Servant, I have a major will that must be spoken into the earth way concerning the
church way as a whole. The plan is for major shifts and changes to take over Kingdom
work in earthly details. How will the church way move into winning a great soul
harvest? What plan must be seen that will be a major delivering detail in these various
church bodies? What plan must be moved in to bring church ways that say they
worship the King into one detail? If the church ways have a way for looking at Scripture
to move in, noting what the plan is concerning God’s will in maintaining order, much
debate will be removed. There is major work that must be moved on concerning the
way that people view a certain race that is different than their way. People still move in
being prejudice. What will church ways look like in the King’s Heaven? I see no detail—
with a certain race in one will, with a different race in another will. Why would I create
the different races yet expect these races to move as one Body in the Great Way?
People must look and see that truly the Great King has a way for revealing His
handiwork. Creation speaks of many different ways of reflecting what the Great Way
moves in, and even with the human, the variety moves in reflecting what God can
create that has been a product of His creation. All humans have been made in God’s
image. Why would one race have a greater value than another? Could the racial division
have to do with slavery in thinking? Could the Black race still move under deep
repression, as if this race feels they are still owed something? Would there need to be
an across-the-board release from slavery details, where the Black race is having a plan
to embrace all fear, to embrace a race that moved in hurting them so deeply? Will the
race that was deeply abused and wounded have a unity way in forgiving what the
White race did so long in the old way? The United States of America is the earthly place
of the horrid details of the slavery will. Would the land have to be washed and cleansed
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in all details for all activity in voting to move in this way? Can a so-called Christian
nation have a way of being started with such a grave way in love? How would any say
that another race is worth nothing yet say they have God’s love? How can the presence
of God lead in My churches and the people when there is no pure love? Perfect love will
cast out all fear. This love is truly different than loving others as a level of worth based
on color. Race is the biggest hindering detail in God’s church way. People are scared,
for being with one they move in not knowing fully, makes them vulnerable. Who will
trust Me in leading this major Church to have people of all races within your gathering?
Who would truly trust Me to bring a healing deep within? Race: it should not be a
common connection, but the spiritual makeup as being a Kingdom citizen should be a
major joining way with others. I look at a spirit way in leading people. I do not look at
your race to then say which way you can be closer in spiritual details. I move in having
those who serve Me to look at getting a way of deep heart checks with Me each day.
Your heart is what I truly look in, not if your hair is thick or straight or nonexistent.
Amazing is this critical detail. Will the Church have a true will in drinking this major
detail? Get over your way, and move into the Kingdom living, where all are being led in
spirit and in truth. If you say you truly love Me, then truly love others the way that your
Great King wills for you. I will have all races in My house in My Heaven; how can you
tell another race they are not welcomed in your house or in your church way? Get a
look within the way you move in the nature of Satan, for he will use fear to keep details
in a way that is truly not pleasing to Me. Fear is no will in God’s Kingdom. Fear is truly
hindering the people. Lack of knowledge will bring major growth stunt. The people will
hear this major message and shall have a way to look deep within to walk in Kingdom
power. Submit to your Great King. Love others who are different. Don’t commit a
judging way against any. Point out that sin, yet love as if you were once in sin in need
to be saved yourself. No human has a way of being without sin. How dare you love by
hating those who were sinners? How can you reach out to others in need when you’re
busy spreading gossip or moving in a way to think it couldn’t happen to you? How can
you reach the prostitute when you move in thinking your sin is cleaner? Your ways in
moving will find you out, for, in the power of God, sin will not stay with a washing that
is truly whiter than snow. You must have a way to move in dealing with sin to release a
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demon from within a true Christian. There are houses filled with Christians that have a
heavy weight. They still carry deep wounded ways in previous living, yet they move in
being too scared to let church leaders into their true personal way; so, they let it look
as if they have no issues; yet the people would say you have details still, servant, due
to the way you once lived in previous living. If the people would truly look at sin and
woundedness as two different details, many would come and drink deeper healing.
They would not stop at the sinner’s prayer and make it all look good to fit in with that
church culture. Men are struggling with dirty details; they will not be accountable due to
not having a way for others to know they struggle with certain details. If women would
find a place within to stop trying to move in being the best half-dressed woman and
start reaching out to these hurting women, there would be a major shift. If the hurting
can come and fully move in being delivered from demons, church ways would take
away authority from the psychics and the movings in psych wards. There would be a
shift in crime if church ways took up a way to bring healing into persons with addictions
and curses and all pain. Church ways could be the outlet the Great Way can use to
bring healing in a major way if the church ways will stop pretending demons will not
have a way to live in Christians. That is a major debate just in stating that detail. If
church ways will embrace all races in church bodies, there would be a deep unity, and
all plan will be to look to spiritual leading in the Great Holy Spirit. If church ways would
let the Great Way lead in each detail, awakening would take over: God would be given
powerful ways to heal and bring deep delivering details. If the faith level in God’s
people would take up a deeper moving, people would move in pleasing His Majesty in a
way that would move mountains in spiritual details. Get rid of hypocrisy. Get rid of selfpraise and worship. Get rid of comparing with a certain church with a bigger building.
Start moving in how a Kingdom will is better. Have a way for viewing Kingdom living.
Learn to rule your territory in a Kingdom way, which will bring a greater harvest than
striving in your neighbor’s field. Work your own field. Use what talents the King gives
you so you can move in being a unified Body of King Jesus. Powerful changes will take
way when God’s people would submit their will in all details to look to what the Great
King will say in each detail. The world is waiting. How can a will be given for a church
way that is broken and shattered? How can power be given in this will way for the
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Church Body as a whole? With so much hate, with so much showering in a powerless
will, with your way in wanting God to serve you, how can a change truly grip this
Church known as Christ’s Bride? How can any hope be given? It truly will take a world
moving in revival that is fueled directly by the Great King’s surging in power that will
change all details with a major glory way. It will take a level in God’s Kingdom glory to
be embraced in this major outpour. People have seen many movings of power, but no
plan in the details in previous ways has caused a world shift in the whole detail that will
come and affect God’s people as a whole. Think of it as being connected spiritually to
the Great King, and those in His Kingdom are able to drink Him when the will is given
without clogs. How much more will it take for power in His glory to turn the true Body
that would bring a greater level of healing, delivering details, and reform than ever
witnessed? It would take God taking that power to all that will hear His will in this
detail; for the Body is truly not ready for King Jesus, to leave this earth with Him in
what cannot be natural in death. There will be a major shaking, where all will turn to
enter a true will in choosing Satan or the Great Way’s will into eternal living. It will be a
certain way, where all will know without a person telling them; they will choose a
master for all eternity. This will be major in the spirit way. There will be a great falling
away, such as never seen. He will take you and will make you move into power ways
with Him as you drink His Great Spirit if the will within you will choose eternity with
Him. God will not remove free will. All can turn and drink His Spirit. And just as all can
taste of eternal life in King Jesus, all will still be able to say in their way that they truly
would prefer living in sin. But one will need a way of truly drinking. His Spirit will keep
you safe in His will, but you can choose to leave Him and serve the god of this world.
“Christian”—by your earthly parent’s living—will not make you a true Kingdom citizen.
Going to a church building will not make you a true follower of His Spirit. Teaching and
preaching in church details is not guaranteeing your salvation, for works will not have a
way to save any. Giving great donations will not save you. Having a great big church
party will not save you. Giving all that you own will not save you. And hating with a
label of zeal in your King will not give you any glory points with God. Powerful changes
come in deep movings when you truly turn and move in deep submission to King Jesus.
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What is true power? Come and have a way for more in this major will in the Great King
Jesus.
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